MINERS in the Ukraine and in Siberia are winning major concessions. It was not just money and better conditions they demanded, or even more control over their industry, but complete and direct control. It is a sign of the times that workers in the Soviet Union are now saying, as in the days of the revolution, that they want independence and a new form of socialism and a closer for revolution. The strikes that began in the Kuzbass coalfield of Siberia, with 79 mines closed down, involved over 140,000 miners. Within days of the strike in Siberia miners struck in the Donbass coalfield in the Ukraine and 50,000 miners walked out. Closing down 30 mines. Significantly the strike saw workers in 17 regions in steel factories coming out in solidarity and railworkers in the regions threatened to close the rail network. The main city of the region, Prokopyevsk, was occupied by over 50,000 miners in the Donetsk basin, the coal mining hub. Further, 20,000 took occupation of the centre. The Siberian strikes amounted to nothing less than a mass political movement that was clearly not just a protest against the collapse of the state, but an attempt to take direct control of their society. Because apparently that the action had become the basis for the most widespread strike in the history of the Soviet Union.

Naturally the Politburo was extremely worried. Gorbachev knew that if sufficient concessions were not implemented and the workers were forced to give up force but preferred persuasion. Gorbachev knew that if they didn’t return the hardliners might use them against him and the reform process, but he also knew that to give in to the miners would be a mistake too. The miners had to be made to win the miners’ support. But Gorbachev could not afford to give in to anything that they wanted. The miners were naturally cynical about any promises. They had heard it all before and so they held on until they were certain that the concessions were sufficient and binding. Gorbachev also knew that if sufficient concessions were not implemented and the miners were forced to give up force but preferred persuasion. Gorbachev knew that if they didn’t return the hardliners might use them against him and the reform process, but he also knew that to give in to the miners would be a mistake too. The miners had to be made to win the miners’ support. But Gorbachev could not afford to give in to anything that they wanted. The miners were naturally cynical about any promises. They had heard it all before and so they held on until they were certain that the concessions were sufficient and binding. Gorbachev also knew that if sufficient concessions were not implemented and the miners were forced to give up force but preferred persuasion. Gorbachev knew that if they didn’t return the hardliners might use them against him and the reform process, but he also knew that to give in to the miners would be a mistake too. The miners had to be made to win the miners’ support. But Gorbachev could not afford to give in to anything that they wanted. The miners were naturally cynical about any promises. They had heard it all before and so they held on until they were certain that the concessions were sufficient and binding. Gorbachev also knew that if sufficient concessions were not implemented and the miners were forced to give up force but preferred persuasion. Gorbachev knew that if they didn’t return the hardliners might use them against him and the reform process, but he also knew that to give in to the miners would be a mistake too. The miners had to be made to win the miners’ support. But Gorbachev could not afford to give in to anything that they wanted. The miners were naturally cynical about any promises. They had heard it all before and so they held on until they were certain that the concessions were sufficient and binding. Gorbachev also knew that if sufficient concessions were not implemented and the miners were forced to give up force but preferred persuasion. Gorbachev knew that if they didn’t return the hardliners might use them against him and the reform process, but he also knew that to give in to the miners would be a mistake too. The miners had to be made to win the miners’ support. But Gorbachev could not afford to give in to anything that they wanted. The miners were naturally cynical about any promises. They had heard it all before and so they held on until they were certain that the concessions were sufficient and binding. Gorbachev also knew that if sufficient concessions were not implemented and the miners were forced to give up force but preferred persuasion. Gorbachev knew that if they didn’t return the hardliners might use them against him and the reform process, but he also knew that to give in to the miners would be a mistake too. The miners had to be made to win the miners’ support. But Gorbachev could not afford to give in to anything that they wanted. The miners were naturally cynical about any promises. They had heard it all before and so they held on until they were certain that the concessions were sufficient and binding.
Serious Crimes Squad Cops Named

The Serious Crimes Squad became embroiled in controversy when it was revealed that one of their officers was involved in the Birmingham Six case. The officer, D.S. James McManus, was later found to have provided false evidence against one of the defendants, leading to the release of the Birmingham Six.

Lesson of the Dockers Defeat

The dockers' strike of 1979 was a significant event in the struggle against unchecked capitalism and the need for a democratic society. The dockers stood firm against the constant efforts of the capitalist class to cut the workers' wages and conditions.

Red Faces at Economic League

The Economic League, a group advocating a hard-line neo-liberal economic policy, was embarrassed when it was revealed that the organization had been discussing the possibility of using violence to suppress workers' rights.

The Economic League was established with the support of the political establishment, but its actions were met with widespread condemnation and a growing realization of its true objectives. The economic league, which had been set up to oppose the Labour Party's policies, was soon facing a widespread backlash and growing public opposition.
In Brief

The Libertarian Movement in the USSR

In the course of the KAS, the Confederation of Anarchist-Syndicalists, which has branches in the major cities, there is the Osnova group, which calls for simple tree-planting and various independent anarchist groups within the student movement. Together, they are hoping to organise conferences and events. The Federation of Socialist Clubs includes syndicalists but it is really a collection of anti-statist socialists. Their origins are within the student movement and they aim to extend their activities into the communities as a focus for debate. The Federalist Fiction sees itself as an alternative to the existing Communist parties. It has cordial relations with the anarchist groups but it is only loosely libertarian in its approach to anarchism. The forms of libertarian socialism in the long run; there have been about 30 groups in Moscow. Another libertarian group is the Alliance, which publishes the paper Borraccio; together with the Young Comrades they are affiliated to the Federation of Socialist Clubs, which aims to transform the Soviet Union into a self-managed and classless society through the advances of reforms. These reforms, which are indifferently referred to as SOMO in our last issue, is a network of groups/propagandists who work towards the setting up of a free society. The movement has been organised covertly for many years but now openly has direct contacts with the KAS.

Anonymous Union Fights Nazi Infiltration

A music workers union, with branches in the USA, parts of Europe and South America and which is active in the USA, is fighting against anti-socialist infiltration. The music workers union, formed in 1981, is the Anarchist-Syndicalists, which is fighting against right-wing infiltrations. The union is also fighting against the spread of racism and fascistic tendencies in its picketing of venues involving racist/nationalist bands, and its successful link-ups with libertarian unions. In France, there are recently two unions which have itself become the target of attack from right-wing groups.

Terrorist Cases Update

The Greek anarchists, Yannis Petropoulos and Barasavas Arapostathis, referred to in our last issue, were released from police custody by the courts on 19 June. The former, according to information received from Aktov.gr, was held in refugee status, in prison, appealing against his sentence. In another development, riot broke out in the women's prison at Korydalton. A prisoner, Angeliki Makridiatis, committed suicide. Supporter claims she should never have been imprisoned in the first place as she is a perpetrator. The help occurring after her death.

The Imperialist Community for Attempted Killing

April 29, in a Parisian suburb, 15 year old Messaoud Benali was blazed in the back by a shotgun. Yet another monstrosity shooting a forester or 'underclass' in return for the Union Jack years of a race riot from the past. The killer had spent a total of twenty days in prison and for his recording activities, was fined 20,000 francs (over £1,000). Had the situation been reversed and an immigrant shot a constable (of French origin) then it is likely that he would now be facing charges of attempted murder and a death penalty. Latest news is that the trade unions, immigrant groups and anti-racists are calling for Van Dorp to be sacked in his original occupation and be given a relatively low pay to try for his crime.

In the US, none of the striking miners in Liberia and in the Ukraine were arrested, let alone put in leg-irons, yet in the 'land of the free' miners are assaulted over their own industry. For producer this is the essence of freedom.
OFF WITH THEIR HEADS!

THE CHANCELLOR of the Exchequer, the Chief Treasurer and other masters of the House of Commons were opposed to the much revised poll tax. It took several minutes of the axe to sever the head of the Chancellor. Nicholas Ridley got the proverbial chop when he said...
**Proclamation from China Workers**

In the early hours of June 4 the tanks rolled on Tiananmen Square, according to eye-witness reports, activists had been arrested and the Tiananmen Square demonstrations and meetings had been dispersed. The next clause refers to the Workers Autonomous Federation. The proclamation was issued only five days before the massacre of Tiananmen Square. Through its proclamation it is clear that the WAF was syndicalist, although equally it was also a new force to work through the existing legal system for change. The next context clause of the proclamation would be revised reformist, but even reformism by itself would fail to be a syndicalist organisation.

**Anarchist-Quiz**

1. Did Karl Marx get naturalised British, as suggested by some contemporaries, in order to sell jewels to Queen Victoria?

2. Trefim Lysenko, Russian biologist, taking Marxism doctrine into account, decided plant evolution was defeated by environment, and resultant acquired developments were transmitted by heredity. Biologist disagree - so why did I Tok's dogma have such a disastrous effect (finally) on Russian science outside biology and even on industry?

3. Why was there a statue in London's Guildhall? why did Lysenko's dogma have such a disastrous effect (finally) on Russian science outside biology and even on industry?

**Defend the Independent Workers Union**

The proclamation was issued only five days before the massacre of Tiananmen Square. Through its proclamation it is clear that the WAF was syndicalist, although equally it was also a new force to work through the existing legal system for change. The next context clause of the proclamation would be revised reformist, but even reformism by itself would fail to be a syndicalist organisation.

**Anarchist-Quiz**

1. Did Karl Marx get naturalised British, as suggested by some contemporaries, in order to sell jewels to Queen Victoria?

2. Trefim Lysenko, Russian biologist, taking Marxism doctrine into account, decided plant evolution was defeated by environment, and resultant acquired developments were transmitted by heredity. Biologist disagree - so why did I Tok's dogma have such a disastrous effect (finally) on Russian science outside biology and even on industry?

3. Why was there a statue in London's Guildhall? why did Lysenko's dogma have such a disastrous effect (finally) on Russian science outside biology and even on industry?
GLASNOST & MAKHNO

Nestor Makhno, the Ukrainian anarchist and insurrectionist, was the subject of a favourable article in the German newspaper Die Welt in 1983. The article, entitled "Bureaucrats — Was a Dangerous Lie...", highlighted the problems of the workers' movement and the need for a new approach to revolution.

Part 1

M A KHNO was born of a poor, fatherless family in the village Gulyai-Polya in the Ukraine, where he joined the well-known anarchist group involved in carrying out expropriations.

In 1907, after the death of a postman during the hold-up of a post coach, the police hunted the group down in earnest and by the following year 14 people had been arrested. All broke down under interrogation and blamed Makhno for the murders, but still he would not confess.

Due to his youth, Makhno's statement of 20 years hardship led to imprisonment in the Byakyn prison in Moscow, where he spent nine years locked hand and foot for sedition. But, in 1918, Makhno told his, now 25 years old, father about his change of heart and the necessity of the revolution.

He was under a sentence of 20 years hard labour but had almost completed. When he arrived in the Ukraine and the Central Rada (council) and declared the immediate expropriation of land from the church and landlords. They also set up free agricultural communes on the estates where — as far as possible — the kolkhozes and landowners being included in the communes.

By October the estates had been expropriated and the land ploughed up. Thereafter government agents «. With sedition in the Central Rada (council) and declared the immediate expropriation of land from the church and landlords. They also set up free agricultural communes on the estates with — as far as possible — the kolkhozes and landowners being included in the communes.

In the Ukrainian Congress of Soviets and the Gulyai-Polya anarchist group next called on the peasants to ignore the caretaker government and the Central Rada (council) and declared the expropriation of land from the church and landlords. They also set up free agricultural communes on the estates with — as far as possible — the kolkhozes and landowners being included in the communes.

On June 6, Trotsky issued Order No 133 condemning "deserter« To Makhno «to the firing squad. Planning groups to organise delegates from the insurrectionary army and passed a vote of no confidence in the Soviet government in the Ukraine....

Tension was also growing between Moscow, Kharkov and the countryside. Attempts to organise the new society and the nationalisation of banks from the bourgeoisie, have led to a series of outbursts culminating in the Kronshtad rebellion where the slogans of 'free Soviets', armed people's courts and units of the army established a revolutionary commune which survived 10 days, until an army was sent by 'the Bolsheviks' to crush it....

Part 2

From January to April 1919 three congresses of the Republican Soviet took place in the "free region", and were attended by Bolsheviks and left wing socialist revolutionaries, but with an overwhelming majority of non-Party members and anarchists.

These congresses sanctioned the mobilisation of the insurgent army and passed a vote of no confidence in the government in the Ukraine....

Trotsky was to play a false role in further events. He opposed compromises and coalitions and unmasked extreme measures against those who were executed or not one hundred percent committed. When he arrived in the Ukraine and discovered Makhno had convened the fourth regional congress of independent peasant Soviets in Gulyai-Polya, Trotsky intervened with a veiled threat of rebellion. Further events showed that neither Makhno, nor Trotsky, who had made up his mind to put an end to the Makhno movement, had any real idea what forces Denikin had concentrated at the front.

On June 6, Trotsky issued an order to eliminate "Makhnovism", prohibiting all further congresses, and declared delegates were rounded up, trials set in motion and Makhno outlawed.

Meanwhile, Yeremenko's White Cossacks broke into the "free region", which was invader by the Zaporozhian Cossacks, and were successful recruiting peasant troops. On July 5, Red interventionists sent an an army of Cossacks to stall Makhno and asked him to resit the test of the brigade commander, expressing his belief in the insatiable right of workers and peasants to hold congresses in order to discuss and take decisions on their own private, as well as social and political affairs. That same day several Bolshevik regiments invaded the "free region" from the north and arrested Makhno's sovets and commissars.

COMMENT: This brief, and occasionally inaccurate, article interspersed by comments sympathetic to anarchist and anti-statist communism, is remarkable because of the source of its publication but also because the sentiments happen to express what can only be described as a new left at a time when only anarchists understood it, or that the proletarian state was personified by his understanding of the revolution was very soon pass....

SOVIET LIBERTARIANS TO STAGE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

In the Autumn of this year young socialists, libertarians and anarchists in the Soviet Union are planning to hold a major gathering with participants from all over the USSR. They are appealing to libertarians in other countries to attend as well. Provisional estimates are that as many as 10,000 are hoping to attend.

Talks about the gathering took place last November with syndicalists and libertarians from northern Europe, in particular the Scandinavian countries. The event is being coordinated by the "Obstina" group, which publishes a paper of the same name in Moscow. The gathering is to be called "Next Stop — Soviet" and its theme will be about how glasnost can be extended further and how geographical boundaries can be broken. Planned groups to organise delegates already exist in Denmark, Sweden and in cities in the USSR itself.

The Obstina group has in fact been in existence since May 1987 and produces propaganda on strikes and general resistance. Members are still might, have ended up with a counter-revolutionary backlash. The re-examination of the anarchist movement in Russia is taking place alongside a revival of the movement as well as a popular rebellion amongst the workers who are fed up with "reforms" and want both freedom and socialism without the tyranny and repression of central control. It will be a remarkable achievement if this happens. It will be also a remarkable and lasting testament to revolutionaries like Makhno, who are finally being recognised by those outside the anarchist tradition as having prepared the way for the overthrow of authoritarian socialism. We cannot predict how things will develop in the USSR but we will endeavour to do what we can, in our own small way, to help the revolution along. To the memory of Nestor Makhno, and the "Free Soviets"...
THE IRANGATE KILLINGS

Colonel Oliver North, convicted recently on various counts connected to Iran-contra, got off relatively lightly with a community service and a fine he could easily pay from his celebrity fees. The judge considered imprisonment too severe for doing good for a cause close to his heart, well for his fellow-conspirators, General Richard Secord and Admiral Poindexter, who are due for trial themselves. The facts about Iran-contra have been covered by the press and taken up by comrades in the Chicano Institute and investigators in the "fitoge" media. But the Courts have managed to avoid too much embarrassment, particularly "any fall-out for the presidency, despite both being in it up to four feet. No journalists who could implicate Reagan and Bush have appeared, for the simple reason that the key witnesses have been killed, some apparently through natural causes, others in more mysterious circumstances. Collectively these deaths are being called the Irangate Killings and are believed by some investigative reporters to have been planned by the Fujitsu, inevitably pointing at the CIA. Despite much circumstantial evidence, at least, to back up this claim the key evidence stream has begun to look like the killings. One campaigning paper that has been protecting and serving the "fitoge" voices, the New York-based Pro, below summarise their findings and examination of the case, the contents of which are left to the reader. In this issue we are left squawking "unfair" when Flew's true nature is revealed. Walter Walker. (Editor) whose assistance is acknowledged by our correspondent also adds that this has now closed down due to publicity over its CIA connections.

Page Three of European Dawn is an interesting article about the investigation by the Charity Solidarnosc. North later told the Moonie-owned Press Agency or a Mr Rastko Marcetic to find Solidarnosc. "Consequently of World Students" in London this September. The Zeus Group has made several attempts to obtain material from anarchist news agencies. The group is called Zeus; but appears to have no connection. It is indeed got to the headquarters of the Freedom Foundation, which also goes under the name European Freedom Campaign (presumably a CIA/MI6 front), the Institute for European Affairs and Strategic Studies, the BNC is also the headquarters of the Justice Movement "charity" Industrial Trust, which have little funds despite confidential IT lists in the US, but not of the ALFSG in Canada, to whose publications she was merely subscriber (but, presumably, no more!).

2. An organisation that has all the signs of being a Moonie-funded front is attempting to infiltrate the British student movement. The organisation calls itself the Collegiate Association for the Research of Principles (CARP) and is holding its "Conference of World Students" in London this August. The convention will supposedly bring together students from around the world to participate in a programme of international fellowship and academic pursuits. The organization has also created a website which will include speeches from "international celebrities" and "maritime left displays." "Leading exponents" will be making presentations on the "problems of multicultural society," "women in both control..." CARP's programme literature contains fanciful accusations about rising crime, the divorce rate, and terrorism. Former Labour MP and co. (including Professor Antony Flew) have been employed by the rogueous Lyndon Larouche groups. A more prominent key witness to die was Amiram Nir, a senior official of Mossad. He was also a former advisor to Shimon Peres on counter-terrorism. In May 1986 Nir accompanied North and Robert McFarlane to Tehran to negotiate with Rajanejad on weapons sales. Two months later Nir briefed George Bush on the outcome of the negotiations. Later North claimed that Nir was the originator of the idea to divert profits from arms sales to Iran in turn arms to the Contras. In November 1988 Nir died in a plane crash.

3. In June 1991 we referred to the European Freedom Foundation, which also goes under the name "Portuguese Federation of Conservative Students." But what is this? Is it that it is also the headquarters of the Anti-Bolshevik group of Nations (ABB), which is affiliated to the Anti-Communist League-International? A Portoguese Front Support Group of Canada. She indeed got her IT lists in the US, but not of the ALFSG in Canada, whose publications she was merely subscriber (but, presumably, no more!).

INTELLIGENCE NOTES

1. In the USA there is a private surveillance company called the Zeus Group (US Customs) that may also be a front for any number of seemingly disreputable political or religious organisations that publish professional papers for agencies of the US government and is run by Ryan Quade Emerson, who is known to work for the FBI and is an "americian expert" (in the same way Mark and William "industry" who compile databases and who has also been given a contract by the government organisation as a security consultant. Emerson also works for the Anti-Terrorism Division of the International Security Council, a Moonie front. The Zeus Group has made several attempts to obtain material from anarchist news agencies. The group is called Zeus; but appears to have no connection. It is indeed got to the headquarters of the Freedom Foundation, which also goes under the name European Freedom Campaign (presumably a CIA/MI6 front), the Institute for European Affairs and Strategic Studies, the BNC is also the headquarters of the Justice Movement "charity" Industrial Trust, which have little funds despite confidential IT lists in the US, but not of the ALFSG in Canada, to whose publications she was merely subscriber (but, presumably, no more!).

The Zeus Group headquarters is the Freedom Foundation, which is run by the "government" organisation as a security consultant. Emerson also works for the Anti-Terrorism Division of the International Security Council, a Moonie front. The Zeus Group has made several attempts to obtain material from anarchist news agencies. The group is called Zeus; but appears to have no connection. It is indeed got to the headquarters of the Freedom Foundation, which also goes under the name European Freedom Campaign (presumably a CIA/MI6 front), the Institute for European Affairs and Strategic Studies, the BNC is also the headquarters of the Justice Movement "charity" Industrial Trust, which have little funds despite confidential IT lists in the US, but not of the ALFSG in Canada, to whose publications she was merely subscriber (but, presumably, no more!).
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Dear Black Flag,

It might be better to allow one or two minor errors in typeset than that splendour of books The Wilson Final and Who Framed Wallace?

1. Leigh's account of Cecil King addressing young officers at Sandhurst is misleading. This event actually took place in 1974 at the Leeds University Christian Union, not 1968 as stated in the final. John Kengen was the editor of the Daily Telegraph 21.4.87.

2. Colin Davis states that 5000 people were rounded up and interned are actually in his book Subversion and the British Conservative Party, published in 1984.

3. Colin Wallace was not 'forced' to resign his commission, he was employed as a civilian information officer.

4. Wallace did not approach Nave but was told by a source thought to be harmless about what he had seen.

5. SMU was not exactly a 'dirty tricks outfit' but simply started the Le留下了 four activities. Holliday's problems began precisely because he--qua SMU--objected to the 'dirty tricks' being practised by other people, notably the SAS, in his area.

6. The issue of Lobster recounting Wallace's allegations appears in April 1988, six months before the world heard of Peter Wright's allegations. This section of the speech is important as one of the themes in the British state's disinformation campaign against Wallace is precisely to narrow the vision. It is damage limitation, however interesting they look. It is essential that we evaluate the SMU story and then published a story, by Peter Wright's. This is just not the case.

Leicester University (KC) actually appeared in September 1983.


Sorry to be picky but in this sort of area just the obvious difficulties against state disinformation are extreme precision. It is because the early issues of Lobster can now be seen to contain errors and disinformation that we have decided not to keep in them.

Dear BF,

The Poll Tax up here has developed into a bureaucratic nightmare for them. The regulations they have told us are so complex that they are too complex behind even opening letters. It seems to be the tactics of the local mountains of paperwork. I've yet to meet someone who thinks it's a good thing. It is a common topic of conversation. The newly arrived factors that come to live in the area complain of the changed lifestyle, the more ridiculous everyone seems to do.

I've already heard about the virus in the computer--apparently as well as defacing a name from a book Subversion and the British Conservative Party, published in 1984.

Dear Black Flag,

Two scenes from Black Flag another 30 years of blasphemy coming up.

Anarchy, Anarchism, Anarchists are now nothing more than labels for spiritualism, here in the USA and parts of Canada. Poor ol' Kropotkin has been made to go along with the gang of spiritualism by young Tom of the 'Without Borders' Board. Together books collectable. I dread what's going to happen now.

It appears Black Flag is still working out--for Wallace. No government, and no exchange value!

Due to the continual growth of spiritualism we now have to live through, and in which movement of the USA and Canada, we feel a closer relation to the mass of society, making the faintest whisper of an existence.

We are the 'Create' section of the new-believers association.

W.D. Taylor (San Lorenzo, CA)"}

"COMMENT: 'Spiritualism' seems to have a different meaning--in Britain it normally implies only the chanting with the departed and we believe only anything possible.

Dear BF,

You can print this if you don't. You can stop sending me Black Flag. I never again want to receive what can only be described as a bunch of fascist, punks regularly march on NF demos, whilst 'liberarians' squabble in the directed Action group live in happy harmony with Nazis up and down the country. All these little gems were published in a recent copy of Artistic Union--a French anti-fascist magazine--of misinformation supplied by Searchlight. In Britain, it is getting to be a bit of a con with the police and the state to the government.

Myanmar is a government of spiritualism and tolerance. We don't do anything with a government which is of reality and from the working class, and while Kropotkin, Bakunin & Co can't get through to the masses, we can! Apart from the spiritual switch, we have nothing to do with spirits.

For MURDOCH, GREENS AND MORE TV

Don't-'You can print this if you don't. You can stop sending me Black Flag. I never again want to receive what can only be described as a bunch of fascist, punks regularly march on NF demos, whilst 'liberarians' squabble in the directed Action group live in happy harmony with Nazis up and down the country. All these little gems were published in a recent copy of Artistic Union--a French anti-fascist magazine--of misinformation supplied by Searchlight. In Britain, it is getting to be a bit of a con with the police and the state to the government.

受难Jesus has done away with the sense of despair--despite going to great pains in the book to defend him--so that he singles him out for a new wave of religious targets. It is precisely because of this that we addressed the issue of the Loyal and members of the book together in order that the larger, and more accurate, picture could be seen. But it is the absence of any real comment by Leigh on Wallace's allega-
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COMMENT: 'Spiritualism' seems to have a different meaning--in Britain it normally implies only the chanting with the departed and we believe only anything possible.
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